BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

LET'S GET STARTED!
ED DEBOO, PT

INTEGRATIVE PHYSICAL THERAPY

FIRST, WHICH PHASE
ARE YOU IN?
Phase 1:
very painful, not sleeping much
significant loss of active range of motion
Phase 2:
starting to slowly get better, pain no longer constant
more range of motion & sleeping better at night
Phase 3:
> 80% better
getting ready to resume your active lifestyle
establish a long term, sustainable exercise program.

BULLET PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 1 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 2-3 TIMES PER DAY
ALL EXERCISES DESCRIBED IN DETAIL IN THE
VIDEO TUTORIAL
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Quick Tip:

2

Quick Tip:

3

Quick Tip:

neutral spine, bend at the hips
clockwise, counter clock wise,
back and forth, side to side
10-15 times each direction

Pendulum

resting your arm on a table,
slowly bend forward at the hips
slide arm forward, thumbs up
use a towel under arm if needed
10-15 repetitions

Closed chain:
Flexion

slide your arm out to your side
palms up is usually most
comfortable
10-15 repetitions

Closed chain:
Abduction
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Quick Tip:

5

Quick Tip:

elbow bent at your side, 90
degrees
slowly lean forward from your
trunk
may need a pillow under arm
10-15 repetitions

Closed chain:
External
rotation

hook your hand on the edge of a
chair
walk forward, as far as you can
10-15 repetitions

Closed chain:
Extension

BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 1 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 2-3 TIMES PER DAY
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Quick Tip:
arm out at your side a bit, not
directly in front of your shoulder
thumbs up, slide up the wall as
far as you can
10-15 repetitions

Wall walking
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Quick Tip:

use a stick or PVC pipe
thumbs up on the injured hand
use opposite hand to drive up
injured hand
find the "sweet spot"
10-15 repetitions

Abduction
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Quick Tip:
use a stick or PVC pipe
up against the wall, elbow bent at
90 degrees
slowly use opposite hand to push
injured shoulder in to external
rotation. 10-15 repetitions

External
rotation
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Quick Tip:
use cane or PVC pipe
hold it behind your back
push cane away from your body
10-15 repetitions

Extension
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Quick Tip:
use cane or PVC pipe
"rowing" motion to get greater
extension of injured shoulder
10-15 repetitions

Extension:
advanced

BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 2 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 1-2 TIMES PER DAY

1

Quick Tip:
use wall walking and PVC pipe
or pendulum as a warm up
10-15 repetitions each direction

Warm up
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Quick Tip:

3

Quick Tip:

4

Quick Tip:

support injured shoulder with
your other arm,
gently pull across your body until
you feel a stretch
may need to find the "sweet spot"
hold 15-20 seconds x 3

Posterior capsule
stretching

place injured shoulder behind your back
find bicep tendon, then move a bit
laterally to find the tender area
3 - 1 minute intervals
ice afterwards 5-10 minutes

Cross friction massage:
supraspinatus tendon

30-60 seconds of massage per
tender area
check all 4 muscles
focus on the most tender areas
first

Trigger Point
massage to rotator
cuff
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Quick Tip:
elbows stay tucked in, scapula in back
pocket
bend arms just a bit over 90 degrees
hold contracted position 1-2 seconds
repeat 3 sets of 10-12 repetitions

External rotation
strengthening:
Theraband

BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 3 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 2-3 TIMES PER WEEK

1

Quick Tip:
use wall walking and PVC pipe
or pendulum as a warm up
10-15 repetitions each direction

Warm up

2

Quick Tip:

3

Quick Tip:

support injured shoulder with
your other arm,
gently pull across your body until
you feel a stretch
may need to find the "sweet spot"
hold 15-20 seconds x 3

Posterior capsule
stretching

continue with cross friction massage
until tenderness significantly subsides

Continue cross
friction if needed

4

Quick Tip:

5

Quick Tip:

30-60 seconds of massage per
tender area
check all 4 muscles
focus on the most tender areas
first

Continue with Trigger
Point work on any
residual sore areas

elbows stay tucked in, scapula in back
pocket
bend arms just a bit over 90 degrees
hold contracted position 1-2 seconds
repeat 3 sets of 10-12 repetitions

External
rotation
strengthening:
Theraband
BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 3 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 2-3 TIMES PER WEEK
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Quick Tip:

7

Quick Tip:

8

Quick Tip:
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Quick Tip:

support injured arm behind your back
with the uninvolved arm
gently pull injured arm across your back
hold 20 seconds x 3 if you feel a stretch

Stretch supraspinatus
if needed

both hands behind your back, palms on
lower back
slowly bring both elbows together
stretch usually felt behind shoulders
lean in to a corner for a better stretch

Internal rotation
stretching: use corner

low back flat against the wall
chin tuck- but keep head level
elbows and wrists on the wall (or as
close as you can get them)
bring shoulder forward a bit if painful
3 sets of 10-15 repetitions

Wall angels: improve
posture

ankle, buttocks, abdominals all tight
"scapula in back pocket"
hands below shoulders
bend elbows at ~ 45 degree angle
3 sets of 10-12 repetitions

Push ups
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Quick Tip:
keep back neutral, bend at the hips
keep "scapula in back pocket"
3 sets of 10-15 repetitions

1 arm row

BULLET-PROOF SHOULDERS

PHASE 3 EXERCISES
ALL EXERCISES 2-3 TIMES PER WEEK
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Quick Tip:
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Quick Tip:

13

Quick Tip:

keeping elbows in will decrease stress
on you shoulders
keep core tight and pelvis level

Military Press

keep ankles, buttocks, abdominals tight
scapula in back pocket
elbows directly below shoulders
aim for a 2 minute steady plank, then make
it harder as you get stronger
take breaks if you cannot hold 2 minutes,
but shoot for 2 minutes of work total

Front Plank

hand directly below shoulder
scapula in back pocket
1 minute worth of work total each side
make it harder once you can hold a 1
minute side plank without rest

Side Plank

Keep with Phase 3 exercises 2-3 times per week for
healthy, strong and bullet-proof shoulders! Questions or
comments? Let's connect:
ed@integrativephysicaltherapyservices.com
Good luck,
Ed Deboo, PT
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